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They
said we
couldn't
do it!
"It's Impossible!" That's what everyone said when the Idea
was first proposed.
In 1976, the concept of an all-city teen newspaper was
revolutionary. The obstacles to publishing seemed staggering at
first-finding a place to meet, getting enough money for printing
at least 40,000 papers, and most of all, finding Interested,
commlted teens who would do the writing and editing.
Fortunately, the teens who met at the 1rlbune Tower In
November, 1976 didn't know the meaning of the word
"Impossible." The first editorial staff came from different
backgrounds, different schools all over the city, but they all
agreed on one thing: that the time had come for teens In
Chicago to have their voices heard.
It was never easy. In '78 and '79, the city was paralyzed by

record-breaking snowfalls. Somehow, the New Expression
staffers found their way through waist-high drifts and around
stalled busses to their downtown office.
In 1982, CTA employees went on strike. Reporters found
themselves having to walk or beg rides, but they still came, and
the paper never missed a beat.
The teacher's strike of 1980 closed down schools for four
weeks. That didn't stop New Expression either-the paper went
out through the public libraries.
Most of all, the student reporters had to find a way to juggle
the pressures of school, home, social life and a demanding new
job.
Has all of their effort been worth It? You'll find the answer
Inside this special section on the youth free press.
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But we did!
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New Expression

On your birthday, everyone always asks, " How does
it feel to be older?" Most
people hate that question,
but we'd be happy to tell you
what being ten feels like.
In 1977, we circulated
40,000 copies of New Expression to 35 schools. Today,
we send 73,000 papers to
over 80 high schools and
youth organizations.
Advertising revenues averaged $700 a month in '77.
Now, the teen advertising
staff pulls in over $5000 every
month.
The first issue of New Expression was put together by
a staff of 30 students. The
current staff numbers 75.
We're ten years old, and we
feel great about it!

Are Teens Involved
In Hunger Crises?
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It's your birthday! You wake
up and ·a thought occurs to
you: "Wou ld anyone care if I
dropped dead right now?"
This month is our birthday,
and we started asking those
kinds of questions. "Does
anyone actually read our
stories?" " If we were to stop
publish ing the paper, wou ld
anyone notice?" "What is it
that makes New Expression
different from the Tribune,
the Sun-Times, the Reader
o r Seventeen magazine?"
After th inking about it, we
decided that we possess five
qualities that make New Expression unique. You 'll f ind
our self-profile on Pages 3-7
of th is speci al Tenth Ann iversary sectio n. After you've
read it, why not w rite and tel l
us whether you agree or disagree with our opinion of
ourselves? Ou r address is at
the bottom of this page.
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New Expression would like to extend a special thanks to our
Tenth Anniversary Edition sponsors.
Congressman Charles Hayes
Root Photographers

/

We would like to give special recognition to the Chicago
Knitting Mills, who began advertising in the first issue and have
been with New Expression for all of the 41 issues since then.

JACKETS

e SWEATERS
e EMBLEMS

for ALL SCHOOLS

DEPAUL
UNI VERS I T Y

THE UNIVERSITY

All Styles
wool, nylon or satin jackets

FOR CHICAGO

ORDER 1 to 1000

PROGRAMS FOR CAREERS

Come to our factory or phone us
for free design kit
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Custom T-Shirts and Sweaters For Groups
• Special Team Discounts
• Award Letters

Accounting
Communications
Humanities
Computer Science
Natural Scien ces
Social Sciences
Pre-Medicine

O ffice of Admissions
DePaul University
25 East Jackson Bouleva rd ,
Chicago, Illinois 60604
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CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS
_3344 W. Montrose
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Evelyn Polk

City skims
off teen
job funds
By Frank Burgos with Franchee Harmon

(This story was originally published in April, 1979.)

For the past three weeks Chisummer job program for
ns through CETA has
anged from day to day. The
umber of jobs has changed.
't's now 30,000. (Last summer it
Nas 40,000.)
The number of weeks has
:hanged. It's now eight. (Last
;ummer it was nine.)
The amount of money to be
aside for clerks, auditors
tnd people who would check
>n the job site all summer long
1as changed. It's now about $7
ill ion that will be paid to adults
ather than to the youth worklrS that the program is sup'osed to help. (Last summer it
vas $5 millior:1.)
Congress granted 9% less
r"loney for CETA in Chicago
his summer, $2,246,000 less.
·he minimum wage is 30 cents
n hour higher or 10% higher
1an it was last summer. But
two facts do not explain a
5% cut in jobs and a 12% cut in
1e work period.
New Expression has been
overing this changing CETA
tory since March 19.
Now we would like to tell you
1e story as we uncovered it.
On March 19, News Editor
velyn Polk first saw the city's
~gistration requirements for
1is summer's CETA jobs. The
items on the lis1 ->urprised
veryone in the newsroom.
~ms such as the fact that appliants for jobs have to show the
ub of a parent's paycheck to
rove how much money comes
to the home. Items such as
'inging a parent along to sign
1e income form in person.
ems such as supplying a birth
~rtificate.

Evelyn assigned the STory to
Franchee Harmon. This was
Franchee's first story for New Expression, though she had been
writing for her school newspaper
'lt Lindblom.
Three days later Franchee met
with Mary Gorman, public relations person for the Mayor's Office
of Manpower at City Hall. Ms.
Gorman gave the city's reasons
for the tighter application requirements.
"As you have written in New
Expression, everyone knows how
to cheat on aCETA application,''
she said. "The new requirements
are a favor to those kids who deserve the jobs. If they
weren't standing i() line, they
wouldn't be getting the jobs. We
have a problem (with cheating), so
everybody is tightening up."
Ms. Gorman went on to explain
that CETA workers must be used
for such jobs as cleaning the parks
and city streets. This does not
mean that CETA jobs other than
cleanup will disappear. It does
mean that teens who are assigned
to these jobs are stuck with them.
According to Ms. Gorman, it's
not practical to match students
with jobs that relate to their career
interest. " You can't teach job skills
in nine weeks," she said. "If you
want to further career goals this
summer, your best bet is to go to
summer school." Yet most of the
job sites in the Archdiocesan and
City Colleges' division of the
CETA program are career
oriented.
" We do the best we can to get
the ~pie a job," Ms. Gorman
said. "They should be glad of it."
(At the time of this interview Ms.
Gorman referred to 30,000 jobs
and nine weeks.)

The summer CETA Story
(New Expression, April , 1979)
began as a pretty routine report
on requirements tor summer
jobs for teenagers. Seven years
ago, the summer employment
program was called CETA; today it is called JTPA. But it
works pretty much the same in
1987 as it did in 1979.
When I started doing research
on the story, I noticed that the
requirements for registration for
the 1979 job program had been
drastically changed from 1978.
For the first time, teens would
have to bring their parents with
them when they applied, and
their parents would have to produce check stubs or W-2 forms
to prove their incomes.
As news editor, it was my
reponsibility to assign a teen
r~porter to cover this story and
find out why these changes in
the job program had been made.
I didn 't know then that the
reporter would uncover facts
that would affect the lives of
thousands of Chicago teens.
In investigating the registration requirements, reporter
Franchee Harmon, a senior at
Lindblom, discovered that the
number of teen jobs had been
cut back 25 percent from the
previous summer. She also
found out that the program had
been reduced by one full week ,
from nine work weeks to eight.
The cut-back in federal funds
accounted for some of this loss
of work weeks and job openings. But the $2 million federal .
cut di.d.not explain why the city
After Franchee had secured
information from the Labor Dept.
in Washington through the Student Press Service, she returned
to talk with Mary Gorman. Ms.
Gorman admitted that the city was
using more money for administration of the program this year.
"That's because we need more
people to monitor (check up on)
the job sites to be sure that they
are working."
Then Franchee talked with
John Jackson, Asst. Director of
the Archdiocesan 9ETA program.
He explained that some of the
money (10%) that CETA allows
them to run their program is turned
back into teen jobs.
Jackson believes that CETA
can provide meaningful job training in eight or nine weeks. " What's
the use of teens cleaning the

had increased the budget for
adult supervisors in 1979 even
though there would be fewer
teen workers for fewer weeks of
work in 1979.
To find out exactly what the
federal government had allotted for Chicago's summer job
program , a teen reporter at the
Student Press Service, in Washington D.C., helped us secure
figures from the Labor Department on how much money the
city had received in previous
years for the program. They
also got the figures for 1979's
CETA budget.
Franchee's interview with
Mary Gorman of the Mayor's
Office of Manpower didn't shed
any new light on why the money
was going to adults rather than
to teens.
Our publication date for April
was still two to three weeks
away, and the registration deadline for the summer jobs was
approaching before our circulation date. We decided to contact the Chicago Tribune to see
if the Tribune was interested in
the story for immediate publication . Newspapers don't normally give away their stories to
another newspaper, but because we are a monthly paper,
we felt we had a responsibility
to our teen readers to see that
the facts were exposed immediately.
The Tribune reporter was very
enthusiastic when we met with
him at the New Expression offices. He promised to get back to
us after he looked into the facts
we had given him. We set up a
meeting confident that once
he'd confirmed what we had
learned, he'd be anxious to report the story.
There was an undercurrent of
excitement at New Expression's
offices about the importance of
the story. But the Tribune reporter never followed through on
the story. He went on vacation.
Now, pushing a deadline,
Franchee gathered the facts,
and we printed it.
Once New Expression's version of the CETA story was pubstreets; anybody can do that," he
said. So he looks for job sites that
offer experience in art, medicine,
community organizing, drama,
and business. It isn't only the
quality of the job that interests
Jackson. He's also concerned
that teens have a choice. "If they
choose the job, they are more accountable in the way they perform
it," he said.
By March 26 the newsroom had
word that the work period had
been cut to eight weeks . The
same day we received notice of a
national youth job protest tor more
jobs being staged on April 4 .
When the New Expression staff
realized the amount of money
being spent on administration and
the cuts in teen jobs, they met to
discuss the story.

lished, we knew our investigation was making someone
nervous. One of the contractors for the CETA program,
called to say that he'd been
instructed "to pull all summer
CETA jobs from the Youth Communi cation Center. "
Youth
Communication is the publisher
of New Expression.
But the contractor refused to
be frightened by City Hall, and
the youth jobs were not taken
away. I had the feeling of being
in the middle of some serious
power politics.
We did n't get much news
about what was happening with
the jobs in the next two weeks .
No one could or wou ld answer
our questions about the 10,000
" lost " summer teen jobs or
about the $4 milli on reserved
for adult supervision.
Over the next weeks we
waited for one of the newspapers or television stations to
break the story. We also tried to
get some answers about the
jobs. I left New Expression and
Chicago for college in late June
not knowing what, if anyth ing,
had happened as a result of o ur
report.
By the time the summer jobs
program opened , the 10,000 lost
teen jobs were back in the
budget. The money to pay for
those jobs had been taken from
the $4 mi llion that had originally been earmarked for adult
supervisors. Chicago teens now
had 40,000 jobs instead of
30,000 jobs that summer.
No one else in the Chicago
media picked up "The Summer
CETA Story. " We could only
assume that our story had something to do with those jobs being restored. Teenagers had
the power to fix something , and
we did. It was a great feeling!
Evelyn Polk's story was written when she was a senior at
Lindblom and a New Expression news ed itor. She has since
attended Duke Universtity and
majored in early childhood education and is now teaching preschool in Ch icago.
They faced a distribution date
for New Expression· of April 11 .
That meant that the news of the
CETA changes woulo reach teens
and their parents too late. (The
registration was set to open on
Apr. 9.) They decided then to
cooperate with a daily newspaper
in order to get the information out.
At this writing, no changes have
occurred in CETA policies. The
effects of the national job protest
are still unknown. Because we are
a monthly newspaper, we will not
be able to report again until May.
For the continuing story, keep
reading your daily newspaper.
Teens are urged to call New
Expression (663-0543) with any
information about CETA applications during the month of April.
Job applications officially close
Apr. 30.

Wanted:

Teen Illustrators and Designers
New Expression's summer graphics workshop
offers prospective sophomores and juniors
career training and job experience.
In an intensive six-week program
beginning June 23, students will learn:

Classes will include on-location experience in the areas of
computer graphics.
All individuals must submit samples of worl< for acceptance into the
program . Acceptance will be determined through juried selection.
There will be a $10 fee to cover the costs of paper, charcoal , ink,
pens and pencils, and an illustration board.
To arrange an interview call 663-0543 and leave your name and
phone number with the receptionist. Workshop coordinator lvette
Ayala will contact you later with more information.
Special lOth Anniversary Celebration Edition M arch, 1987
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Wellconnected to
teens ...
,·

NEW EXPRESSION reporters are by nature ''well-con:-·
nected" In the teen community. In the past ten ye•rs they
found mistreatment of teen mothers In hospital delivery
rooms because they were listening to teen mothers. They
uncovered the activities of kiddie-porn producers because
they picked up the talk of teens In the streets. They revealed
the new wave of teen cocaine use In 1984 (before the Chi·
cago pollee were aware of It) bec•use they were tr•vellng In
Chicago schools every day.
Adult reporte~s often miss these stories. Kevin Davy
didn't miss this one on coc•lnel

Coke
epidemic
spreads to
city teens
by Kevin Davy

By Kevin Davy
" Kids and Cocaine" That's
what the cover of Newsweek
magazine proclaimed on March
17, 1986.
But two-and-a-half years earlier (November, 1983), I broke
the same story for New Expression when I was a senior at
Fenger High School. The fact is
that adult reporters are usually
slow in uncovering stories in
the teen community. They don't
tend to hang around teens very
much.
My story was written when
cocaine was recognized by the
press as being the "drug of the
rich and famous ." What the
press did not know and what I
along wih other NE reporters
did know, was that cocaine had
become as available and almost
as cheap as marijuana and liquor for teens.
The first key to uncovering
this story came at a New Expressloo all-city staff meeting during the fall of 1983. During this
meeting about 40 students from
all parts of the city agreed that
cocaine was readily available
for anyone who wanted it. Prices for a dime bag started as
low as ten dollars according to
the reporters at that meeting.
Some of the reporters had
friends who had experimented
with cocaine, and they helped
me arrange some interviews.

Of course, all those I interviewed wanted anonymity.
Because I had more sources
on the street than any other NE
reporter at that time, I asked to
write the story.
1 had managed to earn the
trust of a couple of drug dealers. I'd know them all of my life;
we lived in the same neighborhood . Because of this, they
knew that their names would
never be mentioned within my
stories, and that I would do all
that I could to " protect" them.
The dealers and the users
gave me the same response:
cocaine was rapidly becoming
much more popular, especially
among teens. The tJsers were
looking for a more intense high
while convincing themselves
that they were using a "safer
drug."
The police handled my questions with disbelief. Officers
within the narcotics division at
the 11th Street Station argued
with me that cocaine was too
expensive for inner city teens
and that there had been very
few arrests within the city of
teens caught with coke. As far
as they knew, a problem didn't
even exist.
What the police should have
realized, of course, was that a
dime bag of coke was more disposable than a dime bag of
marijuana because the coke bag
is much smaller.
Dealers weren't letting teens
sell coke because of their fear
of a teen turning over a dealer to
save himself from prosecution.
At that time posession of cocaine was a felony while posessian of marijuana was a misdemeanor. Today, posession of
over 30 ounces of marijuana is
also a felony.
I really struggled to figure out
how the coke could be sold so

cheaply. Time magazine helped
me solve the problem in a cover
story that accused dealers o
"cutting" pure cocaine with
everythi ng from talcum powde
to baby laxatives.
When I added this fact to the
common street knowledge that
pure coke can take anywhere
from six to eight cuts without
losing must of its potency, I was
sure that street dealers were
simply putting a few extra cuts
on the coke, taking advantage
of the fact that new users would
not be able to distinguish thel
difference.
Since the police refused to:
acknowledge the problem, and
1 was advised against illegally
posessing coke in order to have
it analysed by a pharmacist, I
tried another option-the drug
rehabilitation center at Martha
Washington Hospital. Not only
did the director of the rehab
center, Dr. Cindy Keane, con·
firm my belief about the impur·
ity of the coke being sold on th£
streets, she also dispelled thE
myths that cocaine has no harmful side effects or that it is not
addictive.
Dr. Keane's observations were
crucial to my story. Many of the
teens I interviewed admitted that
they used cocaine because they
believed it to be harmless. Wher
the Len Bias case was reported
three years later, I thought indi
rectly of my · interview with
Keane. I was wishing that Len
Bias had read my story when h
was a freshman in college.
When this story was written,
Kevin Davy was a senior at
Fenger and a reporter for New
Expression. He is c~rrently
studying political science and
journalism at Roosevelt University.

(This story was originally published in November, 1983.)

Cocaine is no longer the drug of
suburb"an kids. Now that coke is
available at lower prices -as low
as ten dollars (dime bag) - the
habit is spreading through most
Chicago neighborhoods.
A senior girl on the North Side
told us that she had no trouble
buymg coke on the North Avenue
Beach all last summer. Martell, an
18-year-old, who dropped out of
Julian, told us the drug is very
available on the South Side, ··just
ask anyone on the streets," he
said.
"Not many people sell coke on
the West Side," a city college student explained. " But if you know
the right people, " he added, " It's
easy to get."
" It makes me feel as though I
have money,"' Sarah, 16, told us.
" It's a lot more sophisticated than
smoking pot."
Perhaps because of its publicity
as the "in" drug of the rich and
famous, teens see it as an
image-builder. Kenwood stUdents
admitted that talk about usmg
coke at Kenwood has becoma a
way for some groups to establish
themselves as an "elite crowd."
But coke possession isn't very
elite anymore. Over 17 percent of
all teens in the nation are now
using it according to a recent
study by the University of Michigan. And the cocaine epidemic
hasn't reached a peak yet accordmg to this same study.
The main reason for "the
epidemic" in Chicago seems to be

the reduced prices. More teen:,
can afford 11.
Opinions differ about the quality
and the dangers of this cheaper
strain of coke. According to the
Chicago Police Crime Lab the
cheaper grades are st1ll qUite
pure. But according to Or. Cindy
Keene , Director of the Drug
Treatment Center at Martha
Washington Hospital, the new,
cheaper coke bemg sold around
schools IS being cut with baby laxatives and talcum powder. A recent cover art1cle for Time Magazme reported that coke is being
diluted at each step of d1stnbution
with vegetable starches or
anesthetics like Novocaine.
Both the coke itself and these
add1t1ves can cause phys1ca1
trouble accordmg to Dr. Keene.
Coke he1ghtens blood pressure,
she said. Those who free-base or
speedball can easily suffer heart
attacks and strokes, and that's
true for a teen as well as an older
person.
" When snorted ," she said,
"coke can destroy the nose and,
eventualiy, eat its way through to
the brain, usually resulting in
death."
A common reason for using
coke, according to the teens we
talked with, is its harmlessness. "It
makes me happy without any side
effects," Sarah maintained. "It
makes me feel like everything I've
ever wanted to be."
Sarah didn't include depression, paranoia. and fatigue in her

What Is cocaine?

list of feelings she always wanted,
but these are typical feelings of
coke LJSers. Fatigue and loss of
appetite are actually a direct result
of using cocaine. Depression and
paranoia normally come as a result of the psychological
withdrawal when users can't get
their supply or when they are tryIng to get off the drug.
And one reason for getting off
the drug is the risk of arrest and
convict1on of possession.
So far, the Chicago Police say
that they do not consider teens'
possession of coke a major problem because the price is too high.
The States' Attorney's Office reports that very few coke cases involvmg teens are being prosecuted.
But those teens who have been
caught possessing cocame have
found themselves involved in a
very difficult procedure. After
being turned over to a youth
officer. the juvenile is interviewed
and the parents are contacted .
Then there is a review of the
juvenile's previous record as well
as his or her school records, including attendance.
Based on this review the
Juvenile Officer decides whether
the case goes to Juvenile Court or
whether the teen is released in the
custody of h1s or her parents.
" Ninet~ercent of the cases go
to court,.. according to the
Sargeant Art Thompson of the
Juvenile Squad. "If the juvenile is
found guilty, the penalty will vary

that the police prefer to take coke
away from juveniles rather than
calling in a youth officer.
Or. Keene doesn't believe that
the police can stop a drug
epidemic like this one. Neither do
the reporters from Time Maga·
zine.
" We need good drug educa·
lion," Dr. Keene said. "Teens
need to know about the dangers
that they're getting involved with.
The only way to do this is through
a drug education program. The
problem is already epidemic."

Cocaine

(;ocalne Ia • poweriul central nervous ayatem (CNS) 1tlmulant which produces
heightened elertneaa, Inhibition of •ppetlte and need for aleep, •nd lntenae feelings
of euphorl•. It Ia prepared from thele•f of the coco• bu1h found prlm•rlly In Peru.
•nd Bolivia. Orlgln•lly laol•ted In Europe In the 18601, It w•alntroduced •• a tonic
elixir In p•tent medlclnn to tre•t • apectrum of re•l or Imagined m•l•dlea. L•ter It
w•s found to be uaeful •• • loc•l •neathetlc for eye, e•r, •nd thro•t aurgery;,•nd It
1tlll contlnun to h•ve cert•ln limited aurglc•l •ppllc.tlona. Currently, It h•• no
other cllnlc.l uae, h•vlng been l•rgely repl•ced by other aynthetlc loc•l •neathetlca
such •• l'doc•lne.
·
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Photo by Lucy G,:,mez

from probation under the supervision of a probation officer and
possible manditory visits to a drug
rehabilitation program to 30 days
in juvenile detentiOn. A teen
caught with over :-Js grams would
probably be s~ntenced to St.
Charles until ttle age of 21 according to Sar~1eant Thompson.
But these legal risks aren't evident to teens in Chicago who
rarely hear of any other teens
being picked up for possession.
Within Martell's experience as a
17-year-old southsider, he finds

Becauae of Ita very potent euphoric and energy-lncre•alng propertlea, cocaine
waa abused by m•ny In the later part of the 19th century, even though Its extremely
high dependence liability waa recognized by aome physlcl•na. Around the turn of
the century, leglal•tlon w•• Introduced to realat dr•atlcally Ita uae In both Europe
"•nd North America. However, bec•uae of Its highly prized effecta, It rem•lna •n
·:enduringly popul•r Illicit drug of •buae.
·
·
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Sugar Walls"

I remember singing"Hurt So
Good" by John Cougar when I
was a high school freshman . I
also remember my mother telling me I shouldn't even listen to
"that song." She said something li ke, " Don 't you hear what
they're saying when you listen
to that?"
Later on that year, I heard
church representatives discussing the lyrics of popular songs
on a TV talk show. They said
people like Prince are " destroying the minds of children ." I
thought of them as religious
fanatics. I was sure that nothing
will ever come of their complaint. But by May, 1985 I had
been proven wrong.
A news story in the May, 1985
New Expression reported that
the national PTA was proposing
a rating system for records similar to the system for rating
movies.
The "song lyrics" controversy
was beginning to get mass
media attention. Yet no repor-

ters were seeking teen opinion
on this problem of provocative
song lyrics. One story about the
controversy in TV Time offered
no quotes from teens and another in Newsweek quoted only
two teenagers .
In June, a new adult activist
group, called the PMRC (Parent's Music Resource Center) m
Washington, D.C. condemnded
certain musicians for their provocative lyrics. PMRC representatives, PTA members and
church spokespersons had become the focus of news stories
and, of course, they appeared
on "Donahue." But teenagers
weren't being heard from, not
even on "Donahue."
I wanted the teen perspective
on this controversy to be the
focus of my story. I began by
developing a survey about song
lyrics and distributing it to over
100 Chicago teens in all parts of
the city. The results of that survey were revealing enough to
make a good sto ry.
In the survey I listed 19 of
1985's most popular songs. I
was interested in finding out
how teens felt about these
songs. Was the difference in lyrics between " Like a Virgin " and
"Wake Me Up Before You GoGo" really important or did the
music, not the lyrics, count
more?
I found that teens were willing to acknowledge that some
songs were sexually arousing. I
found that most didn 't care
about the words. " If I like the

beat. I'll listen despite the lyrICs," one girl wrote.
The story summarizing these
findings was read across the
country through the Youth News
Service as well as in Chicago
through New Expression. People took notice. Newspapers
asked permission to quote from
the story. Other teen newspapers wantd to see my survey so
that they could use it.
One year later I was able to
interview Susan Baker. one of
PMRC's founders. I had tried
unsuccessfully to interview her
for my story the year before
She seemed surprised that a
story like mine had been wntten
by a teen reporter When I
asked if she had ever discussed
the issue with teens, she said
"no," that this "idea" had been
placed on the "back burner"
PMRC leaders had focused
most of their attention on getting rating labels placed on all
records and albums, but they
hadn 't found time to listen to
the teen perspective
Although I'll never know the
full impact that my sto ry had on
teens (and adults, too) I brought
an angle to the story that had
not been covered in the adu lt
press- the teen view.

vocatlng is consumer information," said Chicago PTA spokesperson Tari Marshall.
" Parents usually have no idea
what their kids are listening to,"
she said.
She thinks parents -are more
likely to pay attention to printed
lyrics than to listen to the records
themselves.
She also says the PTA realizes

Sheena Easton
music Is important to teens but
that it is the parents' right to know
what their kids are hearing.
" But my music Is important to
me," says Erik Murray, 16. "It's
meaningful and no one has the
right to say what is good or bad for
me."
"Yeah, I'd be willing to defend
my music against anyone."

At the time this story was written, Stephanie Walters was a
junior at Lincoln Park studying
journalism in a summer program sponsored by New Expression. Next year she plans to
study journalism at Marquette
University.

By Stephanie Wolters
(This story was originally published in September, 1985.)
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This week the U.S. Senate is
epared to open an investigation
' song lyrics from songs such as
'"''1"''""'" "Like a Virgin," WhitHouston's "You Give Good
" and Sheena Easton's
Walls.""
U.S. Senators don't usually
>end their time worrying about
>p music. But now that two
rs' wives are fighting to
sor "pornographic" song
, artists such as Madonna
becoming a national political
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month, 12 prominent recompanies that belong to the
ecording Industry Association of
merica agreed to put warnings
1 album covers that might have
~x ually explicit lyrics. These
>mpanies admit that they were
ressured by the two senators'
ives , Tipper Gore and Susan
a ker, who founded the Parent's
usic Resource Center, a group
; concerned parents against
<plicit sex and violence in song
·rics.
In order to evaulate the effect
n teens of sexually explicit lyr:s, New Expression polled 100
~ens about 19 popular songs.
>vera third of the teens polled
aid that they are sexually
roused by the lyrics of "Like a
'irgin." Other song that they
ind sexually arousing are
Sugar Walls" (34 percent) , " In
11y House" (24 percent) and
Crazy For You " (20 percent).
"But just because a song is
exually arousing, doesn't mean
'II go out and have sex," argued
1 16-year-old male.
"Adults should have faith in
(ids instead of censoring their
nusic," said Kristin Henning,
6. "If parents believe that they
>rought their children up right,
hen they probably have. No
;ong, no matter how explicit,
:an undo what they have done."
Dr. Midge Wilson , a social
>sychologist at DePaul, agrees.
She believes that if a child has
>een brought up in a good entironment with solid vaules,
hen a song won't damage the
talues.
Although the founders of the
arents Music Resource Center
PMRC) argue that today's

music is "drumming more and
more destructive messages into
the minds of our children," the
teens in our survey think that
some songs have positive messages.
Ot those surveyed, 44 percent
of males and 48 percent of females said the song "19" made
them aware of the death and the
destruction suffered in Vietnam.
Over 60 percent responded to
the hunger crisis in Africa as a
result of the song "We Are the
World ." And 14 percent of the
teens surveyed said the song
" Material Girl" raised their social awareness about greed and
selfishness.
"Everybody thinks they ca n
buy anything. Madonna is saying that not everything has a
price," said Cecily Schoen, 15.
Whether there are good messages in today's music, the teens
we interviewed still think that
they respond more to the music
itself than to the lyrics. "Teens
know the words of songs, but
don't really take them seriously.
The music is what makes a
song," wrote one teen on our
survey.
"I think what they (the PMRC)
are doing is a waste of time and
an infringement on our rights,"
says Lynn Steiner, 16. "There
are other things so much more
important like education. I think
these groups take the musi c too
seriously, more than we do."
' The teens we sur·veyed
classified most of the 19 songs as
"just sound with no thought of the
lyrics," such as "Some Like It Hot"
(52 percent), "Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go" (45 percent),
"Sussudio" (47 percent) , and
" Relax" (35 percent). They also
classified some songs as "just
fun ," such as "Crazy For You" (35
" Music is just an outlet; it's fun ,"
claims Lynn Steiner. "Music is the
least of the problems. Television
and movies are more sexually
explicit."
WLS-FM afternoon disc jockey
Brant Miller agrees. "There's a big
difference between music and
film . Mu sic isn't able to be as
explicit as film because music
lacks visual content," he said.

Explicit song lyrics have drawn
the concern of the Parent Teacher
Association, too. But instead of
album labeling , the PTA ha s
asked 60 record companies to
print the words of songs on album
covers.
" We don't want to curb creativity because we respect a (recording) artists' rights under the First
Amendment. What we 're ad-

New Expression ts part of a
u
computerized, nationwide network of
YNS News- ne
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distribution to high school s across the
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Robin Florzak

Who am I?

Teens resist
answers

It began as a conversation
about teen suicide.
One day in the summer of
1979, Kevin Bell and I, new reporters in New Expression's
summer Urban Journalism
Workshop, were discussing the
fact that suicide had become
the second most common cause
of death among teens.
We could recall several tragic
newspaper stories about a few
of these victims, usually exceptionally talented teens who
shocked everyone by commiting suicide. But neither of us
had seen an in-depth story examining why an increasing number of young people were killing themelves.
Kevin decided to look at the
suicide trend and its causes in
his news article.
As 1 thought about an angle
for my story, I began to wonder
how teens could be prevented
from taking such a drastic step
as suicide.
I realized that a lot of these
teens probably did not know
where to seek psychological
help and could not admit to
their friends that they were seek-

ing it. And so they suffered in
silence.
If 1 could get interviews with
teens who had sought psychiatric help and get them to be frank
about their experiences, perhaps the myths and . fear that
teens have about seemg a psychiatrist would be reduced .
For my article, published in
the October, 1979 New Expression, II istened to the experience
of two teen patients who had
each spent two years in and out
of Northwestern's adolescent
psychiatric ward. I named them
Betty and Kate in the story.
During my interview, Betty
puffed a cigarette and described
the behavior that led her to realize she needed help.
She said that at 14-years-old
she had been escaping her dayto-day life through drugs. Her
drug choices included LSD.
She also admitted that her home
life was full of tension and described the relationship with her
family as a " big circle of revenge."
Kate admitted that she
"ditched school" and shoplifted for kicks.
It had taken both girls a long
time to admit these things to
their psychiatrist, Dr. Irma
Bland. And yet, they were talking about them less than fi.ve
minutes after we had been Introduced.
They even talked very openly
about their feelings toward Dr.
Bland, while the doctor was in
the room .
"I thought the psychiatrist
was out to get me. I didn't trust
her," Betty said. "I even hated
her at first."
They also discussed the awful stigma attached to mental
illness, especially for teens who

try so hard to be accepted by
their friends.
Betty said that when she told
her friends she was seeing a
psychiatrist, she recalled one
them saying loudly, " Oh,
God, she's in a mental inst
tion!" Betty told me she h
imagined herself being put
in a ward full of "strangers,
white jackets and white walls."
After I left the interview,
wondered why they had been
so open.
After this story ran , I began to
receive repeated phone messages from a teenage girl. She
called from school but would
not leave a return number. Perhaps she did not want her family to know she was confused
and seeking help. Finally one of
the new New Expression staff
members talked to her. She
said she had the same symptoms and feelings that Betty
and Kate had.
She said she read the article
and saw herself. Through Betty
and Kate's truthfulness, the girl
said she realized that she too
needed help.
Betty and Kate's honest answers were someth ing we were
to witness again and again from
teens interviewed by New Expression reporters. We found
that teens were incredibly honest sources , and stories based
on teen interviews have an
authenticity not often found outside the youth press.
Robin Florzak was a junior at
Whitney Young when her first
story was published in New Expression. She is now a graduate of Boston University's College of Communications, and a
reporter for the City News
Bureau of Chicago.

by Robin Florzak

(This story was originally published in October, 1979.)
Betty Richards, who is 14, told
her fnends that she was seeing a
psychiatrist.
"Oh, my God, she's 1n a mental
InStitUtion! ··one of them sa1d . She
still remembers that reaction.
Betty herself had vis1ons of
· wh1ie Jackets and white walls"
when she first thought about see1ng a psych1atnst. She was scared
and needed the support of her
friends. But they d1d not understand They were shocked.
Another 14-year-old who was
seekmg psychiatnc help found her
fnend s more supportive Kate
Lew1s sa1d , · They d1dn't th1nk I
was crazy They had known others
1n the program "
Betty R1chards and Kate LewiS
(not the1r real names) are pat1ents
1n the adolescent psych1atry program associated w1th North western Un1vers1ty. An est1mated
140 adolescents are in the program, either as in-patients, partial
day hospital pat1ents or outpatients.
Both Betty and Kate began as
in-patients. Their treatment program 1ncluded individual sessions
with a psychiatrist as well as group
therapy twice a week with other
patients, a social worker and a
nurse.
In addition to facing the attitudes of their frien~s toward their
dec:sion to get help, adolescents
such as Betty and Kate have to
overcome their own fears of seemg a psychiatrist.
" I tried every way I could to get
out ot it," Betty said. "I didn't want
help."
But whether or not they realized
it, Betty and Kate needed help
desperately.
Betty said her problems before
seeking mental health care ineluded " trouble 1n school" as well
as lots of pressure" and " farr•1ly
problems getting out of hand."
She sa1d that her fam1ly life t:ecame a "b1g c1rcle of revenge ."
She also admitted that she had
tned drugs a few 11mes because of
peer pressure. She was look111CJ
for an escape from her problems
1 d1dn t take anythmg really

hard," she said, "Just LSD and pot.
LSD seemed to make real1ty
larger."
A social worker who was working with Betty's family suggested
that Betty needed psychiatric
help.
At the same time, Kate Lewis
was also torn up emotionally by
her home life. " It was falling
apart," she said. She was "ditching school" and was caught shoplifting. "I did what others did. I
didn't act for myself."
After one shoplifting incident,
Kate was placed on probation .
Her probation officer, after getting
to know Kate and her problems ,
recommend that Kate seek psychiatric help.
Neither Kate nor Betty thought
they needed any kind of help.
Neither girl felt her actions were
any different from other teenagers.
They didn't see their aggressive
actions as symptoms of more
senous inner problems, as their
psychiatrist did. " Betty and Kate
both were suffering from severe
depression," Doctor Irma Bland
explained. Dr. Bland 1s an attending psychiatrist at Northwestern
University who has worked with
the two g1rls.
" What happens w1th many peapie w1th psychological problems ,"
Doctor Bland said, explaining the
g1rls' origmal feelings toward the1 r
problems , "is that they do everything to ward off and deny that
they have any concerns . They
cover up their problems and make
themselves and others believe
they are happy by doing a lot of
exciting, but dangerous, activities.
They say they don't need help, but
their behavior is a desperate cry
for help.
As new in-patients, Betty and
Kate had to face the fears of unknown surroundmg s and unfamiliar people They felt the psych1atnsts were the most d1ff1cult to
get to know and trust at first
" I thought the psych1atnst was
out to get me," Betty said. " I didn't
trust her. I even hated her at first."
Kate remembers, " It was hard
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to talk to an adult stranger."
In addition to getting to know the
psychiatrist in the daily individual
sessions, the teenage in-patients
are expected to participate in
group therapy.
"At first in group therapy, all we
did was stare at the walls for one
hour," Betty said. Kate added, " All
of us were trying to avoid saying
anything."
Both girls found that their parents were very support1ve dunng
the course of the therapy. Betty
sa1d that her parents would phone
her regularly at the hospital. Although they would sometimes
argue , they stood by her. She sa1d
they began mendmg their differences and " both Sides started
needmg each other "
Meanwhile, Kate moved from
m-pa t1ent to out-pat1ent status
after two months " She started to
get 1n touch w1th he1 feelmg s,"
Doctor Bland sa1d · She stepped

back and took a good look at herself and how she was acting."
Kate is now an out-patient living
at home. She is seeing a psychiatrist twice a week . A social worker
also counsels her and her family.
After six months, Betty was released from the hospital and
moved home. She IS now a day
hospital patient, wh1ch Doctor
Bland described as " a ,transition
po111t for teens who are more
ready to l1ve at home. but still need
1ntens1ve treatment " She continues to attend the hospital
school.
Betty goes to the hospital four
days a week, from 8 :30 a.m. to
4 :30 p.m., continuing her indiVIdual and group therapy sessions
as well as attending academic
classes.
Though both girls are still in
therapy, each has come to understand and talk about her problems
and how to deal with them They

now realize that acting out when
something is bothering them does
not solve their problems. Both believe their home lives have been
improved because they have a
better understandmg of themselves.
" It took me a long time to get
help," Betty said , "but now I'm
happy that I did. The existence of
such programs should be known."
"The important thing for adolescents to do ," according to
Doctor Bland. "is to recognize that
there is nothing wrong w1th going
to an adult or a family member
with problems. If the problems get
so severe that the adolescent
feels 111s impossible to cope , then
there 1s nothmg wrong w1th seekIng profess1onal help That's the
real s1gn of matunty - to be able
to Identify a need "
As Betty sa1d, " Why f1ght your
problems alone?"

John Vaughn

aft ,students
resent
KKK image
Johnny Vaughn with Ron Harris
(This story was originally published in May, 1978.)

Taft is one of two all-white
blic schools in Chicago. Sese of this, the student body
Taft is important to any school
ll · r'l<>c::<>n,r<>r""'"'" plan.
Taft has a small group of Ku
lux Klanners. Ten members
have appeared for protests, but
only six juniors are active.
Jim Cummings is th eir leader,
a short blonde with a German
crew cL..t. He and his collegues
are all Catholi cs. J1m denies
that Catholics were ever attacked by the Klan . He says the
"rules have been changed so
'that Catholics can join."
Those ten students would
proably have gone unnoticed at
Taft with its 3,000 students, but
television made them famous
!throughout the city. On Feb. 24,
Channel 7 (WLS-TV) presented
.a documentary on the rising
•number of Klan members in
Chicago public high schools,
reported by Jay Levine. The
program compared the Klan (a
tterrorizing group) in the 1800's
to the current group at Taft in
their "White Power" T-shirts in a
protest, mostly non-Taft students.
Upperclassmen at Taft were
angry over Jay Levine's handling
of the documentary. A column
by Pat Calabrese in the March 9
issue of The Taft Tribune, claims
that "Many Taftites feel the name
of Taft has been smeared unjustly by Jay Levine and Channel 7 News. Just because of
four or five students here at Taft
who want some extra attention."
Steven Coops, a senior at Taft,
wasn't delighted with the documentary either. " I feel the
incidents in the program were
really made to sound big, but
the Klan isn't really that big."
Levine maintains that his reporting was misinterpreted by
the students at Taft. "I was
comparing the traditional view
of the Klan , and then I showed
them as they are now at Taft. I
tried to show the differences. 1
believe I've been misjudged by
these students. I respect their

feelings as well , but I went out
for a story, and that's what I
wrote-hard facts, all accurate."
The hard facts about the
Klan 's hate and the other students' anxiety at Taft is not easy
to report. It's quite emotional.
Cummings says, "We're not
as racial as we once were in the
60's or before. We mean to
accomplish segregation by any
means necessary. Thi s is our
coun try. We made this vast wilderness into what it is today.
Blacks are inferior, not fit to live
in America. I think we need a
complete separation of races ."
Joe Caputo, a Taft senior, interupted. "I totally disagree
with all their views . It's not
representational to what everyone else feels. I would never
join or support it. I wouldn't
even join a group that was
against the Klan."
Cummings went on as though
he had not heard Caputo. "The
Blacks eat each other. If you
went to Anglo-Saxon Americans, you don't see whites running around chewing on each
other." Even his fellow Klansmen had difficulty with that
statement. One of them laughed
out loud.
Calabrese half cried in frustration. "It's really screwy! How
can they be Catholic (The Ku
Klux Klan), preaching brotherhood and love and join an organization like this."
Kathleen O'Donnell, a junior
at Taft, feels that "Everybody
should pick his own school. I
did. There should not be any
organization against people."
Apparently Angela Turner, an
eighth grader on the South Side,
believes that Kathleen speaks
for- most of the Taft students.
She would like to attend Taft
next year, though cu rrently
she's applied to Lindbloom and
Whitney Young .
" I saw the Channel 7 report,"
she says, "but that doesn't turn
me off. They haven't done any
harm yet. If I can get a better
education, no neighborhood
Klan wo1.1ld stop me."

I remember the fears I had
about the Ku Klux Klan as I sat
and listened to stories my grandfather would tell about his fellow townsmen in Mississippi.
My grandfather would always
get angry when he talked to me
about the Greater Baptist
Church picnic in the summer of
1938. Just when the men's softball team were forming to play,
near a large oak tree, they found
one of the parishoners hanging
from a rope, dead! My grandfather would say, "That was tt' e
Klan."
But in 1978 I never thought
about the Klan operating in
Chicago.
I lived on the South Side in
1978, and I could attend a variety of high schools in th£: city,
South or North, under the new
Permissive Transfer Plan. I had
that freedom of choice until Feb.
24, when a TV reporter told me
that the Ku Klux Klan was recruiting at Taft High School on
the North Side.
Channel 7's reporter, Jay
Levine, showed terrifying pictures of hooded men on horses
and burning crosses. It made
me think about my grandfather's old tales, yet this time the
pictures were of teenaged Ku
Klux Klan members, and that
seemed unreal to me. I couldn't
erase the Ku Klux Klan story
from my mind. I had to investigate the possibility of the Klan's
existence at Taft High School.
I talked with my managing

editor about the best possible
approach to the Klan story. She
was a Jew, a senior at Niles
East, and she gave me three
books on the Klan which I read
to get a better understanding of
the Klan's philosophies, view,
and origins. I wanted to know
everything about the Klan before I interviewed some of the
Klan members at Taft.
Ron Harris, a New Expression columnist from Lindblom,
agreed to accompany me to
Taft. Our first visit there wasn't
planned , and we happened to
show up on the day of the Cub's
opener.
The Klan members had all
skipped school to attend the
game. As Ron and I approached
the school's entrance, several
students spat out of the windows and threw objects at us.
Ron wanted to turn around and
leave, but I insisted on goin g in.
We walked into the principal's
office, but he was away on an
errand. The office clerk suggested we vis it the school's
newspaper office, the Taft Tribune, to talk to Pat Calabrese, a
columnist who acused Jay
Levine of smearing the school's
good name.
We sat and talked, and she
showed us the lunchroom area
where the Klan students held
private meetings. There was a
lunchroom table which held
Nazi slogans and " Nigger Beware" carvings in the wood. In
April, 1978, only one black student was enrolled at Taft.
Whi le we were talking with
Pat Calabrese, Ron nudged me
to go. But I felt that I hadn't
gathered enough information to
even beg in a story. I needed
more facts, personal interviews
and even pictures of the Klan
members. I asked Pat to show
me yearbook photos of the Taft
Klansmen so that I could spot
them on sight when I returned.
I called Jay Levine at Channel
7 to discuss my journey and to
discuss Pat's opinions of his
report, but Jay slammed down

the phone when I told him why 1
was call ing.
I talked more with my editor
and returned the next day to
Taft alone. Ron refused to go a
second time.
Pat had arranged a meeting
with the supposed Ku Klux Klan
members. I felt a little nervous,
but I was there to get a story,
and that was all that mattered to
me.
Finally, I met the "terrifyin g"
Klansmen . They turned out to
be 15 sophomores in Wh ite
Power T-shirts who didn't want
black students to attend their
school-a mere social club who
wanted exposure.
I talked to their leader, a short
fellow with a crew cut named
Cummings. He tried to convinvce me that the Klan had
never persecuted Catholics like
himself. I was ready for any
conversation after several days
of reading about the Klan, and I
knew he was wrong.
I left laughing and feeling relieved that what Jay Levine had
showed thousands of Black and
Hispanic students was a hypedup news show.
My article apeared in the May
issue of New Expression, which
had a circulation of over 40,000
at that time. And the following
September, 30 Blacks had transferred to Taft.
My story may or may not have
contributed to the 30 percent
increase in black enrollment at
Taft the following school year.
But I am convinced my article
opened the eyes of hundreds of
city teens and allowed them to
select their high school without
being influenced by a false fear
of the Klan .
When Johnny Vaughn 's story
was published, he was a New
Expression reporter and a senior at Simeon. He has since
graduated from Columbia College w~th a major in journalism,
and is now an admissions representative for business preparatory schools.
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hi ago students still face censorship
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Art work printed courtesy of the
Student Press Lew Center.

Adolfo Mendez
When a teacher who taught
drafting at Westinhghouse Vocationa! was charged with sexual
misconduct, it was "big news"
in Chicago newspapers and on
the Ten O'Clock TV news. Yet,
the incident went unnoticed by
the Warrior's Wrap, the Westinghouse school newspaper.
"No, we didn't cover the
story," said Cedric Helm, the
Managing Editor for the 198586 school year. "The student
staff decided not to. It would
have-how can I put this-made
Westinghouse look bad.
" I don't think the students (of
West i nghou se) would care
much about it. Everybody already knew what was going on."
A six-month investigation of
Chicago-area high schools by
NewExpresslonrevealsthatstudents across Chicago are finding out "what's going on" at
theirschools. Buttheyarefinding out thro ugh the daily newspaper bec au se many high
schoo l papers are simply not
covering stories abo ut their
schools t hat daily papers consider newsworthy. And many
high school reporters are having difficulty printing what they
write.
According to Helm, the decision to ignore the sexual abuse
charge was not discussed with
the newspaper adviser, Ms.
Teresa Knight, because Helm
decided that the pri ncipal, Bernard Spellman, wo uld probably
have d isapproved of the story
idea anyway.
Adviser Knight told i Jew Ex.pression a different story. In a
taped interview, she sa id a story
was indeed written but it was
JUst never printed. She said the

story was dropped because of
the Jack of space in the paper
and for a "more current story."
She couldn't recall what the
" more current" story was about.
When New Expression asked
Knight who wrote the story
about the drafting teacher, she
couldn't remember. When we
asked her for a copy of what
was written, she couldn't find
one.
Helm contends that "if he (the
principal) doesn't like what's
printed, he makes changes."
Those changes he makes are
discussed among the staff, but
the paper is always "sent out
with the changes," according to
Helm.
As an example, Helm recalled
an editorial on teenage pregnancy that the principal did not
want printed. "He told us it was
too dirty. I didn't think so and
the staff didn't agree with him.
I'd call that censorship."
"The article was my idea,"
said Jennifer Thomas, the 198586 Assistant Managing Editor
for the Warrlor'sWrap. " ltwasa
collection of students" opinions
on contraceptives, clinics and
teen pregnan cy. And on e day
the journalism teacher w alked
into our class and said, "The
pri nci pal doesn't want it (the
story) printed. I don't agree
with him, but since he's the
principal, we have to go by what
he says."
Legally, Thomas is mistaken.
The newspaper staff does not
have to "go by wh at the principAl says." A principal is not'free
to invade a public school student's constitutional right to a
free press.
Student journalists nationwide who want to challenge
their principal'~ interpretat ion
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of the First Amendment can call
the Student Press Law Center
(SPLC) in Washington, D.C. at
(202) 466-5242. The SPLC offers practical advice and legal
information. It is the only national organization devoted entirely to protecting the First
Amendment rights of high
school and college journalists.
Mark Goodman, the executive director of the Student Press
Law Center, said he received a
call in December from an Ohio
student who was allegedly
threatened by the adviser of her
school paper. He said the girl
was crying.
"She told me her adviser did
not want certain Christmas ads
from students to other students
printed," Goodman said. "The
adviser said they sounded sexist, even though they contained

no sexual (innuendo). Apparently, her adviser told her I will
make sure you don't get into
any college you want if you
question me. " The Press Law
Center directed her to authorities in Ohio.
Goodman advises the student journalist to let his principal know he is aware of the law.
Legally, Helm and Thomas
could have printed a story on
the sexual misconduct case that
occured at Westinghouse.
" Certainly, " Goodman affirmed. "Anything that local papers can report on, the high
school publication can too.
There is one limited situation
where if the copy that's printed
would create a school d isturbance or physically interefere
with the order of classrooms,
then a school official could prevent the copy from circulating
in the school. For example, if a
paper will write that everyone
should riot on Friday, then a
principal may censor such a
story. In this example, the paper
is actually advocating a disruption .
"But just because a story is
going to create controversy and
a heated discussion among students. isn't sufficient reason to
censor it," Goodman explained.
When a controversial meeting between Farragut students
and their alderman about the
Jack of Hispanic faculty at Farragut occured last year, The
Chicago Tribune covered the
story, but so did the Farragut
school paper.
According to Kirby Britten,
1986 Managing Editor at Farragut, he never encountered problems of censorship while managing his school paper. "My
editorials really attacked the social prob lems at Farragut. The
adviser sometimes said a word
is too strong, but he'll agree
with my proposals," Britten said.
When the Chicago Sun-Times
ran a photo caption reporting
that, "About 40 students returning to Benito Juarez ... were
forced from their bus by fire in
the engine compartment ... " , the
editor for the Juarez paper
laughed.
"They over dramatized the
whole thing, " said Jose Martinez, who claimed to be at the
scene of the forced stop. "It
was a laughing matter," he said.
The bus incident was not covered in his school paper, El
Aguilar, (Spanish for The Eagle) . " It wasn't really news
worthy. Buses break down all
the time. When we got back I
told one of my teachers about it

and he laughed. The bus filled
with underclassmen stalled,
pulled over, and started smoking. The students in the upperclassmen's bus were saying,
" Hal Look at the freshies!"
Martinez said, "If somebody
died or somebody was maimed
I would have run a story. But it
wasn't a life-threatening situation."
At another time, Martinez
wrote a controversial editorial
criticizing a decision of the assistant principal who was the
acting principal on Halloween
day.
"The students wanted to dress
up on Halloween," Martinez
said. "The school adm inistrators didn't say anything against
that until late the day before.
They said anyone coming to
school dressed would get sent
back home. I say they should
have warned well in advance
because that day a lot of people
came dressed up.
"They were all kicked out,
including the Student Council
President. Even if you just had
your face painted you were
kicked out. The assistant principal eventually apologized to
the parents about what happened.
"When I wrote the editorial, I
showed a copy of it to the principal because I thought he
should see it. He didn't say anything (that opposed) the article.
Martinez felt that he "was taking a risk by writing the editorial," but he said that he was
ready to challenge the principal
if the principal said the article
couldn't be printed.
The Supreme Court will look
at just such a challenge later
this year. A high school principal in Hazlewood, Mo. censored
two pages of his school paper in
1983 that contained students'
views on parents' divorces and
teen pregnancy. He is pleading
his right to censor his student
newspaper all the way up to the
Supreme Court after three
former Hazlewood students filed
a lawsuit against his censorship
and won.
" The Supreme Court has
never heard a case on high
school newspapers," Goodman
said. "What the schools want to
be able to do is censor anything, anytime they want. We
(at the Student Press Law Center) hope that the student's
(from Hazelwood) are victorious."
The results of that Supreme
Court case will be very important to the future of the student
press.

Summer journalism classes
at New Expression
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Classes at 207 S. Wabash in the Loop (9:30-noon)
No tuition, all participants who are accepted will
receive scholarships.
Group limited to 25; sophomores and juniors only
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.News Briefs
by Wendell Hutson

butions suggested by Ely. All manuscripts should also include a home number, high school and grade level. For
more information call or write:Lisa Ely,
Citizen Newspaper, 412 E. 87th St., Chicago, 1160619 (487-7700).

Summer employment applications available
The city will begin distributing applications for approximatley 18,000 summer jobs next week. Applications are
available at a local center in your area.
For more information call 744-9800.
Applicants must have proof of address,
such as a driver's license, gas, light or
phone bill or rent receipt and proof of
income through pay stubs or a green
card . An applicant will also need a
Social Security card and a birth certificate. If you've lost either of these, apply
for a new one immediately.
Newspaper starts section by

Sign a Petition!
Teens need section .
in new Loop library
recrUiters have been unsuccessful in
recruting a suffcient number of Black
and Hispanic applicants. The Illinois
legislature is requiring the Academy to
increase their enrollment of minorities.
Applications are limited to high school
freshmen and eight-graders. Those who
apply must take the SAT test, which will
be given at the school in April. Room,
board and tutition is free. Classes are so
challenging that graduates will be able
to enter college as sophomores.
For further information and an appl ication form , write or call: The Illinois
Math and Science Academy, 1500 W.
Sullivan Rd., Aurora, II, (801-6000).
All-County teen conference confronts
youth Issues

t~ns

Citizen Newspaper, a south side community paper, is now publishing a youth
section. They're looking for teens interested in writing for the section. Students
should submit articles by Monday of
every week in person or by mail.
All manuscripts should be typed, double spaced or printed neatly. "We are asking students to write on things affecting
them and other teens," said Lisa Ely,
Community Editor. High school sports
stories, individual achievements, events
in school and movie reviews are contri-

Science Academy looks for more minorIties
The state-supported Illinois Math and
Science Academy has extended its admissions deadline to Apr. 1 because

Students from around the city and
surburbs will gather, Thurs. Apr. 2, from
8 am to 3 pm, for the third Annual Youth
In Action Conference at the Americana
Congress Hotel, 520 S. Michigan. Students can select from 24 workshops on
issues such as reducing prejudice, participating in politics and understanding
youth rights under the law. Advanced
registration at $7 per individual is required. To secure a registration form,
call Maureen O'Hara, Cook County Sheriff's Youth Services Department at 8652900.

Join our crty-wrde student petrtron
drive to make sure that the new library
will have a special Young Adult section!
We're asking the Library Board to design
something revolutionary for our use: a
teen-oriented area that would meet the
needs of high school students.
This is something quite within our
reach. The city has not yet chosen an
architect for the new library. The time is
right to make ourselves heard on this
issue.
To demonstrate your support, clip the
proposal below, glue it to a piece of
paper, or simply write the proposal on a
sheet of paper, and have people sign
their names and addresses. Then mail
the petition or drop it off at New Expesslon, 207 S. Wabash , Chicago, Illinois,
60604.
Petition
We propose that a special section of
the new library be included in the design
of the building to fit the needs of high
school students. Furthermore, we propose that, in order to insure its effectiveness in relating to teens' needs, a student advisory board be instituted to
present a uniquely teen view in the
desiging of this section.

HOP ON OVER •••
BUY YOUR

CLASS

RING

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL
FROM

$69.95

• •

• • •

162 N. STATE ST.
Across from the ..CillCAGO THEATER"
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2115

E. 87TH ST_

Across from C.V.S. High School

'PH: 221-6893

_....._.~1143

W. SHERIDAN

Next to '"ROOT PHOTOGRAPHERS''

PH:508-9797
3455 N. WESTERN
Across from Lane Tech High School
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Yellow Fever
Rochelle Robinson
Henry Thomas awoke with a start.
The sweat gushed from his pores onto
his starchy white sheets. The ticking
clock was the first sound he noticed; his
heavy breathing was the second. The
icy floor shocked him when he stepped
out of bed. He couldn 't find his bedroom slippers, so he was forced to walk
across the cold, carpetless floor.
The light in the bathroom stung his
eyes. He turned on the faucet and let
the cold water run. He splashed a handful of the water onto his face, hoping it
would make him wake up and drown
the memory of last night's dream.
Smoke, ashes and the color yellow
was all that he could remember. It was
hot, and his skin felt as if it were being
peeled from his body. It was more than
a dream. It was an omen. He'd have to
be extra careful today about avoiding
the color yellow.
He dressed in one of his usual grey
pin-striped suits. The suit was loosefitting over his tall, lean body. His dark
brown hair hung in an unruly style over
his broad forehead.
With a strong cup of Maxwell House
in one hand, and a shoulder bag and
newspaper in the other, Henry walked
towards his grey 1979 Pinto. His
"Baby," as he often called it, was covered
in a thin layer of frost, which failed to
conceal three inches of rust along the
wheel bases.
The engine coughed at first , then
choked and died. He tried again. "Come
' on, Baby, don't do this to me," he begged
the car. After four more tries and eight
minutes of bullshitting, the car
awakened.
Henry pulled out from the curb hesitantly. He didn't want to run into the
color yellow. He drove slowly, not by
choice, but he was satisfied simply to be.
moving. He hated being cramped or
enclosed, so when he noticed a red Nissan on his tail, he took offense at it. He
made a right turn at Forty-Third Street.
The red Nissan also turned . Then he
made an unexpected right turn again
leading way from his destination. The
Nissan turned again .
Henry was getting tired of this little
game. This could go on for hours. He
decided to pull over. He swerved into
the nearest available alley and parked.
The Nissan drove on. He heaved a sigh
of relief and wiped at the tiny beads of
sweat across his forehead . It took him
five minutes to ca lm down.
He'd never played ca t and mouse
games as a child. His mother hardly
ever let him do anything that wasn' t
educational. The red Nissan gave him
his first taste of hide and go seek. Now
he was glad his mom had not let him go
out and play. Excitement unnerved him.
He sta rted his ca r again; this time
with less difficulty. It was already
seven-fifteen, and he was due in at
eight. That was the only thing he hated
about being a teacher... work began at
eight.
His car crawled down Ashland
Avenue. It was quarter to eight before
he turned onto Jackson Boulevard. He
ran a yellow light. Yellow, the color he
was supposed to avoid. He raced, if one
could call thirty miles racing, towards
his favorite parking place just in front of
the main office. He dragged his bag and
newspaper out of the front seat and
began stomping through the two inches
of snow towards the mam office.
As he stepped into the hallway, the
alarm rang for first penod Henry
dashed towards h1s mailbox to p1ck up
[D New Expression MARCH 1987

mail and sign in . As he flipped through
his mail, he had a sense of being
watched. He spun around quickly.
There seated at her desk the red-haired
clerk, Alice, grinned at him as much as
to say, "I know something that you
don't. " Not to be out-smarted, Henry
smiled back and offered a "Hello, Alice .
How's it going?"
"Fine," she said. "Hope your day is as
lucky."
What does luck have to with having a
nice day, he thought as he climbed up
the three flights of stairs. What a stupid
woman! He had no time for a chat with
Ed and Barney in the teacher's lounge.
Instead he headed straight for class.
The tardy bell rang as he made the
turn at the red house lunchroom. The
halls were clearing. He could hear
uproar going on inside as he approached
the door. He turned the knob ready to
bitch his head off. But as he opened the
door, the noise ceased.
Everyone was in a seat, and the biggest smile imaginable was painted on
every face . "Good morning, Mr.
Malone," they said in unison. At that
moment Henry knew for sure, it was all
a big conspiracy to drive all good
teachers totally mad.
All day long Henry was over-cautious.
He watched everyone with the utmost
intensity. By lunchtime Henry was a
jumbled bunch of nerves. He watched
his way through five classes, and he was
terrified of yet another two periods of
obedient actors who were masking their
contempt for school.
He walked into the teachers' lounge
with a wobbly stride. His fellow
workers ate and talked at the same time.
He crossed the room with his tray of
green beans and coffee and headed for
his usual table.
The easy going conversation of his fellow workers put him at ease. He
grabbed the first available sea t and
pushed it between Ed and Barney. They
talked about sports, the faculty meeting
tomorrow morning, and the animals
(namely the kids) that they had to deal
with next period.
"Did you see tha t O'Reilly kid yesterday? The one with the spiked hair and
holey jeans? Needs to be in a mental
home," said Stan.
"Yeah, like my first period Modern
World class," sa id Henry, thinking now
would be a good time to bring it up .
"They were all noisy before I came in,
but as soon as I walked in, instant
quiet ."
"How are you keeping them in
check?" asked Stan.
" I didn't even know that I had them in
check," Henry replied.
"Maybe they thought it was your
birthday or something," sa id Ed.
" I don't know. It just shocked me,
that's all," said Henry.
'Don't worry about it. Tomorrow
they1l be their normal bratty, obnoxious
selves," Stan quipped.
"Yeah, just enjoy it while you can."
Barney returned his attention to an
analysis of NBA standings.
When the period ended, Henry lagged
behind reflecting on what his friends
had said. The guys were right, he
thought. The kids were probably being
nice because they thought he'd give
them a pop quiz. Arid Alice was just
being her regular dopey self. She probably liked him or something. He was
just imagining trouble. The whole plot
was JUSt in h1s head There was no conspiracy, just an overdose of coffee He

gulped the last of his coffee and threw
away his plastic cup.
No more would he be paranoid over
dumb coincidences. From now on he
was going to be a fun-loving, easy-going
dude. Laugh with the students in his
seventh and eighth periods.
Before leaving the building he walked
into the main office, signed out and
checked his mail box again. He almost
forgot to say goodbye to Alice.
"Goodbye, Alice. Have an ... an adventurous and thrilling ride, okay." He left
the office grinning.
But as soon as he reached his car the
grin vanished . He pulled the parking
ticket from under his left windshield
wiper-a yellow ticket.
"The cops never drive down Van
Buren street." He mocked his own stupidity as he climbed into the car. Yellow,
he thought, a yellow ticket. That's what
the dream meant.
Henry sighed in relief. It was over.
He'd never look over his shoulder again .
He threw the ticket on the dashboard
next to his newspaper.
The sound of children's laughter
tickled his ears as he put the key into
the ignition. He checked his rearview
mirror as he turned the key.
Some of the kids were playing and
throwing snowballs infront of the
school. The school bus was waiting to
be boarded. Henry turned the key
again; this time there was some choking
but no real pick up.

Art by Ronn Ad...o

"Come on Baby, let's try to get going
here." He pumped and pumped the gas,
constantly staring at the schoolbus in
the rearview mirror. He didn't focus on
the color of the bus until it was too late,
until the car exploded.
About Young Chicago
Young Chicago is the teen literary magazine of New Expression. Each month,
one or two short stories by Chicagoarea students are featured.
Young Chicago is always interested in
reviewing new manuscripts for publication. Do you have a story to tell? Do
you enjoy reading other writers' works
and offering suggestions to the authors?
If so, join us for the staff meeting of
"Young Chicago," Wednesday, April 1,
4:00p.m.
Young Chicago is made possible by a
grant from the Illinois Arts Council.
Young Chicago

Editor: Erica Griffin
Staff: Angela Dixon, Hyde Park;
Scott Spilky, Von Steuben; Amalia Stodolsky, Young; Tracey Deutsch, Young;
Rochelle Robinson, Young; Erin Martin,
Rich Central; Mildred Williamson,
Lane; Marvin McAllister, Young;
Angela Harris, Young; Keturah Shaw,
Curie; Lance Walker, Metro.

DURING
PROM SEASON,
ITS LOOKS,

NOT BOOKS.

All the studying in the world won't
get you good looks for the prom.
But coming to Gingiss Formalwear wrii.We offer the largest selection
of prom styles and colors anywhere.
In a Gingrss tux, you mrght even
become your date's favonte subject.

glngiss~

formalwear
OVER 20 PARTICIPATING
CHICAGOLAND LOCATIONS
For The Store Nearest You Call:

263-7071

10°/o to 20°/o STUDENT DISCOUNT.
Present your h1gh school tO to the manager of the Gmg1ss Formalwear Center
nearest you and recerve your special rate

Hotel parties: after the prom is over
they cause a lot of ruckus, then
we'll throw them out, " said Sally
Fields of the Mariott on Michigan Avenue.
A sen ior at Lane Te c h,
Michael Robinson (not his real
name) , remembers a party at
the Mariott w ith beer and coolers stocked in the sinks and
bathtub. "There were about 70
people and lots of drugs. It was
a rowdy party, and the Mariott
security knew we were there,
but one of the guy's fathers was
a big shot at Mariott, and nobody bothered us," he claimed .
J ulio Mendez of Julian reported a rowdy party at the Holiday Inn that was never invaded
by security. "They (teens) tore
the chandelier down, threw their
drinks on the floor and danced
on the tables ," he said. Most of
the hotels we interviewed said
that they hold parents responsible for any damage done at
the hotels.
Over half of the teens surveyed sa id their parents were
aware that they attended the
parties. Increasingly parents
see the rental of hotel su ites as
a special gift to their ch ildren on
prom night.
" I tho ught it was common
Pho to by Enrique Arcea

TUXEDOS

by Roberta English
Promgoers have added a new,
yet illegal twist to their prom
activities-hotel parties. According to Illinois statutes, the
minimu m age to re nt hotel
rooms is 21 . But teens fin d
ways around the law.
Over half of the 145 teens
f rom 31 schools surveyed by
New Expression indicated that
they had been to a hotel party.
And most of those who hadn't,
in dicate on the survey that they
planned to attend a hotel party
this year.
In most cases, the rooms are
obtained by getting an older
person to make the reservations. "We made up an insurance company called Leib In' surance (one of the guys names
1 is Leib) . We told them we were
com ing in from out of town and
needed a suite for one night,"
said Andre Hawthorn, a graduate of Von Steuben, "The next
day I got my mom to go down
th ere (the Hyatt East) , as ou r
secretary, and pay the balance

DORA LA
COUTURE
•FASHION
CONSULTANT
•PROM
GOWNS
•CUSTOM
DESIGN
• SEWING
NSTRUCT ION

on the room ." According to
Hawthorn , her party didn't
cause any disturbances although they stayed until the
next morning.
Th is is not always the case .
Seven of the hotels that New
Expression reached have had
to exclude teens from the premises or call the police because
of complaints from other guests.
Most hotels claim that t hey
only hold parties fo r teens when
they are- sponsored by organizatio ns, suc h as Jam Productions. "We don't rent to minors,
and parties sponsored by organizations must have over a hund red people," said Mi c hael
Aquiloia, general manager of
registration at the Ascot hotel.
However, five teens in our survey claim that they attended
parties at the Ascot where they
registered themselves.
"We don 't knowingly rent to
teens, but how to control it is a
pro blem," said Marriane Cassarda, President of Hotel Sales
and Marketing Assoc iat ion In-

ternational , in an intereview with
the Youth News Servi ce. The
hotels most commonly mentioned on our surveys were the
Marriott and the Continental.
"Unfortunately for the hotels,
we have to be extra careful
about registration . We can do
nothing to stop them (teens)
fro m getting the rooms. But if

Great
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practice for kids to go to hotels
after prom," said Evelyn Barry, a
mother of a student at Whitney
Youn g. "You just have to know
your own kid and his friends. I
think my kids are responsible
so I wou ld let them go to a hotel
party. You have to trust your
kids."
For teens, the essence of hotel
parties seems to be the freedom. "There's more freedom at
a hotel t han at home. There are
no chaperones and you don 't
have to worry about your parents being around," said Lisa
Reuscher, a senior at Lincoln
Park.
Robinson agrees. " No parents. It's private. You have the
freedom to drink all you want
and smoke pot."
Our survey disclosed that 31
per cent of the partic ipants at
hotel parties reported having
drugs or alcoho l and 15 per
cent reported having sex.
Although hotel rooms mean
"sex " in adult circles, apparently
sex is secondary to drinking,
drugs and " rowdiness" w it h
teens. "We do n't usually go to
hotel parties for sex," said one
senior. "T hey're usually too
many people there."

• TUXEDO RENTALS
Hours: Monday thru Friday
12:00 noon-6:00p.m.
Saturday 11:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.

9506 South Vanderpoel
(3 blocks west of Ashland)
233-5100

Come in and see our complete
selection of graduation supplies

Announcements
Name Cards
Party Invitations
Memory Books
Souve nir Announcement Covers
Graduation Jewelry
Party Supplies
(Napkins, Paper Plates & Cups)
Thank You Notes
We're yo ur one stop dealer

ST UDIO STATS
17 N. STATE STREET SUITE 1230
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60602
(312) 443-1272
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
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Entertainment
Angel Heart

MOVIES
Raising Arizona
Imagine, i f you will, a man in a conven ience sto re who has a stocking
over his head. He points an unloaded
gun at the cash1er and demands a
large box of diaqers.
If scenes like th is seem like a welco me rel ief from the standard Hollywood offerings, then you'll enjoy
"Raising Arizona."
The pl ot is about an ex-con named
" Hi" who seems to mean well. He's
robbed stores before, but only out of
econom ic need and only w ith guns
that aren't loaded. He and his wife,
" Ed ", who m he met in prison where
she was a guard, desperately want a
child. Ho weve r, Ed is unable to g ive
birth , and they can't adopt because of
Hi's criminal record .
They finally settle on steal ing one
baby from a set of quintuplets. They
reason that the family can 't handle so
many c hildren anyway.
However, t hey are tortured by
doubts about the morality of what
they have done. They worry about
getting caught by the authorities.
What scares them more, though, is
some unknown, heavy emotional payment that they feel they will have to
make for what they have done.
Director John Coen shows their
moral confusion vividly, usually
through Hi's dreams. In one stunn ing
sequence, we view the dream from
the point of view of a speeding motorcycle close to the ground that rolls
right up a wall to the qu intuplet's bedroom.
N icholas Cage, who plays H i, does
a very good job of playing an inno-

Raising Arizona
cent character who is a victim of c ircumstance. His Southern drawl and
deadpan delivery of outrageous lines
adds a lot to the quirky humor that
dominates the film.
Holly Hunter is adequate as the
concerned wife/mother who only
wants the best for the child.
Unfortunately, this interesting concept degenerates from an enjoyable
off-the-wall comedy to a series of
figh t/chase scenes and finally into a
sappy conclusion.
But I found the film worthwhile just
for the humorous dialogue and the
real-life characters.

Jack Stoller

Spring Is Here and
Teens Want the
Greatest Look
In Jeans _ . .-liiL _:
-

Wanted:

Nancy Wallace

Serious Teen Photographers

New Expression's summer photography workshop offers prospective
sophomores and juniors career training and job experience.
In an intensive six-week prog ram beginning June 23.
students wi ll learn :

Classes will include on-location experience in the areas of
photography and video .
All individuals must submit samples of work for acceptance into the
program. A cceptance will be determined through juried selection.
There will be a $10 fee to cover the costs of film, developing paper,
and chem icals.
To arrange an interview call 663-0543 and leave your name and
phone number w ith the receptionist. Workshop coordinator Alex
Chaparro will contact you later w ith more information.

Century Fashions
1213 S. Halsted Avenue
226-7462
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Sex and gore aside, I found "Angel
Heart" to be a well- crafted , suspenseful thriller.
The plot centers on detective Harry
Angel, who is hired by a mysterious
businessman (Robert De Niro) to find
a missing singer named Johnny Favorite. Angel's search leads him into
the world of voodoo and the occult.
He also becomes involved in a string
of gruesome murders-all of which
somehow lead back to him.
As Harry Angel, Mickey Rourke's
performance is far superior to his
stilted acting in "9% Weeks." The
aud ience can sense h is frustration at
being c aught in a world that frightens
him and th at he can't understand.
In his role as Harry Angel's client,
De Niro is sufficientl y menacing and
mysterious.
The big d isappointment in "Angel
Heart" is Lisa Bonet's performance.
As a voodoo priestess, she is unconvincing. She fails to create the character of a poor Southern Creole girl.
She talks like an average New York or
Chicago teenager. The audience

doesn't see Epiphany Proudfoot; they
see Den ise Huxtable.
Director Alan Parker creates a
mood of tension and fear with his
claustrophobic camera angles and
dim lighting, while maintaining an
edge of reality. Through dialogue
and flashbacks, the audience is allowed to gather all of the clues right
along with Harry Angel as the film
moves toward its surprising ending.
Although "Angel Heart" has a good
story, it is not for those with weak
stomachs. In the first hourofthe f ilm,
one character shoots himself in the
head; another is choked to death, and
another has her heart cut out.
Although it is a tightly wound, captivat ing thriller, yo u may find y ourself
asking a friend to spend the night
with you as protection from nightmares.
" Angel Heart" is an A-rated movie
with explicit sex and violence. Ne~
Expression reviewed the film because
we are aware that the controversy of
Bonet's part is attracting more teens
than usual to beat the A-rated system.
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Mon.-Fri ., 10-6 p.m.
Saturday 9-6 p.m.
Sunday 9-5 p.m .

Mon. and Thr., 10-9 p.m.
Tues. and Wed.
10:30- 7 p.m.
Friday 10:30 - 7 p.m.
ay 9:30 - 6 p.m.

JoKim Fashions
4016 W. Madison Avenue
11136 S. Michigan Avenue
8618 S. Cottage Grove
342 E. 47th Street

That's the great thing about business.
If you're willing to work hard, the opportunities are
wide open. But don't kid yourself the first thing you have to work on is your business education.
Our B.A. degree programs in Business Admin istration,
Accounting, and Computer Information Systems and
Management are as accessible as they are practical.
Financial aid allows the majority of our Chicago
campus students to pay little or no tuition.
And if you want special tutoring,
or courses in English as a second language,
you11 get as much help as you need.
Best of all, a Business B.A. from National College
opens doors at many of Chicago's top companies.
Which is exactly what you need
when you're starting in business. A chance.
For more information, call621-9650.
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You'll always feel great with Levi'ffit and quality.

GET YOUR BEST DEALS ON LEVI'S®
JEANS, JACKETS, CORDS AND 501®
PRE-WASHED BLUE JEANS
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'I'm the geek, you see': Hughes
When filmmaker John Hughes was
a student at Glenbrook North H igh
School, he felt like a misfit. "There
was a caste system when I went to
high school. It was strongly enforced. I was labeled a 'misfit' because I did not join an athletic team or
go to many parties. I felt more at
home alone in the art room than
going out," he said in a recent conference with teen reporters.
He admits that his high school experiences have influenced the movies
he writes. He often makes the misfit a
hero. such as the characters of "The
Geek " in "Sixteen Candles" or
"Ducky" in " Pretty In Pink" and
" Keith" in the newly-released "Some
.~ind Of Wonderful."
Hughes says he wants the audience
to understand the lonliness and frustration that the misfit experiences.
New Expression interviewed ten
high school students who operate as
" misfits" in their schools to find out
whether they respect Hughes' portrayal of the misfit. Many of them
admitted that they feel like "misfits" at
least some of the time and that John
Hughes does effectively reflect their
feelings.
Charles (not his real name) recalls
one point in "The Breakfast Club"
when the Homecoming Queen and
the wrestler admit that their social
.groups won't allow them to be friendly
with a "s mart kid ." Only when they
are forced into detenton with "the
smart kid ," can they talk to him openly
and learn to like him. Charles related
that episode to an experience he had
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the characters believeable.
On the negative side, they thought
that the characters were rarely placed
in realistic situations. They found
Hughes' endings too syrupy sweet
and happy for real life.
John Hughes' last film , " Ferris
Bueller's Day Off," made $40 million
dollars in profit. It's obvious that he's
hit upon a formula, even if it is a
syrupy formula, that strikes a chord
with a large audience. There must be
a lot more "misfits" out there than
John Hughes realized when he was at
Glenbrook North.

Jack Stoller

when he attended a summertime
drama class.
" There were people there that I
liked. I got along well with them and I
felt like they were friends of mine. But
if I would call them up to do something , their parents would say, 'He's
not home; he'll call you back,' and I'm
still waiting for that call back today.
"Another person there would act
really friendly towards me, but if I was
around her and her friends , it was like
I didn't exist; she acted really cold to
me. That scene in 'The Breakfast
Club' was the most realistic one I've
seen John Hughes do."
Kim (not her real name) remembers
a scene from "Pretty In Pink" where a
smart but unpopular girl was sitting in
a classroom and was taunted by others who thought of her as a nerd who

wasn't in with them.
" It made me remember one class I
had where we had to study Communism . Everybody in that class was a
gung-ho anti-Russ ian, and they went
on about how much they hated the
Russians and Communism. I got up
and tried to explain my view, which
was that Communism in Russia was
not really how Marx envisioned it. I
also pointed out that Communism
wasn't specifically 'Russian' and that
non-Russians believed in it, too. When
I did this, though, everyone seemed
. to groan and say, 'There goes Kim
again.'
Many of the teens we interviewed
had high praise for John Hughes'
films. They liked the fact that actual
teenagers played the teen parts rather
than thirty-year-olds. They also found

New
Expression
on Cable TV
Watch it!
Student Voices, the teen-produced
cable TV shows of New Expression
can now be seen on Channel 19 on
sets that are wired for cable television.
Mon., Mar. 30 at 5:30 or Tues., Ma r~
31 at 7pm: Are students concerned
about the lack of communication w ith
their principals?
Mon., Apr. 13 at 5:30 or Tues., Apr.
14 at 7pm: Do students feel that progress is being made toward eliminating drug trafficking in schools?
Mon., Apr. 27 at 5:30 or Tues., Apr.
28 at 7pm: Are there solutions to the
problem of segregation in Chicago
public high schools?
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INXS

INXS
What You Need
Last year, INXS finally conquered
America with their Top Forty hit "What
You Need." Now, "What You Need" is
more than a song-it's the title of a
four-clip video EP that captures all of
the energy and humor that this Australian sextet is famous for.
With the help of directors Richard
Lowenstein, Peter Sinclair, Alex
Proyas and Lynn-Maree Milburn the
band has put together a sampling of
some of their best work.
In the first clip , "Li sten Like
Thieves," they make fun of themselves as a garage-band with a sign
that reads " INXS Available: 'Neddings,
Parties, Anything." "This Time," taken
from a live concert, shows a more
rela xed side of the group.
"Kiss the Dirt" has INXS live again,
but in the middle of the Australian
Outback, displaying all of the power
and intensity of their trademark gui. tar-based rock. " What You Need" is
an effective integration of music and
film with a tight, forceful blend of guitar, bass, sax and drums that works
every time.
The themes of the songs are reflected well in each of the videos. For
example, in " Listen Like Thieves,"
which is about unthinking obedience
to the mass media, the video shows a

glassy-eyed audience watching the
band play and mindlessly accepting
what they are saying. In " Kiss the
Dirt" each band member performs
alone in the desert to create themessage of human isolation.
Even the transition pieces between
videos are more than filler. The band
members show their humorous side
as they scramble around the desert,
mugging for the camera and imitating
kangaroos. These sections by band
members Kirk Peng illy, Jon Farriss
and Tim Farriss are a nice change
from the usual songwriting work done
by Michael Hutchence and Andrew
Farriss.
For music lovers who can appreciate the combination of traditional
rock and '80's style with a dash of
Aussie humor INXS's latest video effort is definitely "What You Need."

Nancy Wallace

view followed by concert and video
footage. As Jones begins the show
with his trademark hyperactive live
style, he is joined by backup vocalists
Afrodiziak, drummer Trevor Morais,
bassist Martin Jones and mime Jed.
With each song, the energy increases
to encompass Jones, the band, the
audience and the viewer at home.
Sometimes, Jones' strange sense
of humor loses the viewer. At some
points during the tape, the screen
fuzzes with rapid scene changes.
Just as I was about to fix my VCR , a
sign flashed across the screen that
read, " Temporary Fault. Do not adjust your set. In fact all of us here are
down on our hands and knees praying to the god of television to rescue
us from this terrible plight. Amen ."
My first question was , "Why
couldn't a professional band fix the
fuzz and the camera mistakes? " The
second question was. " Is he playing
with our minds?" The questions were
never answered.
The video brings out the visual personality of Howard Jones, his enthusiasm and his youthfulness . He races
across the stage, plays keyboards
with his feet and completely captivates the audience and sets the mood
for the show.
All of the songs reflect Jones' philosophy, "Don't let anyone ever take

All Options
Save SS.OO on your Closs Ring purchose during th is limited offer

Howard Jones' new video release,
" Last World Dream," ia a wonderful
collection of old and new material. As
" Ho-Jo" would say about the 13
songs, it's "i ncredibly dramatic."
The video opens with a brief inter-
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Cathy Mallnowlcz
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Howard Jones
Last World Dream

... Root

away your ideals or dreams." For
example, the lyrics for" Hide and
Seek"urge the audience not to give
up the hope of finding what they
really want. In the video, the audience
is invited to let out their feelings by
sing ing along. Other emotionally
charged sorrgs on the cassette include " Look, Mama," "Always Asking
Questions" and " Pearl in the Shell."
With Howard Jones, the audience
doesn't just watch the show, they participate in it. At one point, Jones
allows two members of the audience,
a punker and a new concert-goer, to
join him on stage. Later, he gives
them a chance to actually play the
instruments. The d iversity of the
crowd is a good indication that Jones
is accomplishing his goal of uniting
the world through music.
As the video draws to an end, the
close performer-audience relationship makes the viewer want to run out
and buy a ticket for Jones' next show.
But according to the interview, he
plans to move forward with his music
and let go of his past creations. Many
songs from his first two albums may
never be performed live again. Fans
shouldn't despair though, because
these numbers have been preserved
well on " Last World Dream. "
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